The Society for the Teaching of Psychology promotes excellence in the teaching and learning of psychology. The Society provides resources and services, access to a global collaborative community, and opportunities for professional development. It endeavors to promote equity and social justice for teachers and students of psychology with marginalized, racially minoritized, and intersecting identities. The Society also strives to advance the scholarship of teaching and learning; advocate for the needs of teachers of psychology; promote diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives within the teaching and learning of psychology; foster partnerships across academic settings; and increase recognition of the value of the teaching profession.

STP functions as Division 2 of the American Psychological Association (APA) but welcomes to full membership those who have no APA affiliation. It is not necessary to belong to the APA in order to be a member of the Society for the Teaching of Psychology.

http://teachpsych.org

**MEMBERSHIP**

- $25 Psychology Teachers
- $15 Students / Retirees
- $5 Members who reside in countries that are not classified as “High Income Economies” by the World Bank

**DIVERSITY & INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

STP sponsored the 2019 Global Education Summit

**RESOURCES**

STP’s journal, *Teaching of Psychology*, and ebooks

**GRANTS AND AWARDS**

Recipients of STP’s 2019 Excellence in Teaching Awards

**PROGRAMMING**

STP’s 2022 Annual Conference on Teaching
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MEMBERSHIP
- Benefits include online access to all issues of *Teaching of Psychology*
- Leadership groups for graduate students and early career teachers
- APA members may apply for recognition as Division 2 Fellows
- Active social media presence
- *This is How I Teach* Blog

DIVERSITY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
- Statement on Addressing Systemic Racism & Inequity in STP
- Teaching Resources on Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion (DEI)
- Reduced Membership for residents in certain countries
- International Twitter Poster Conference
- STP Affinity Groups

GRANTS AND AWARDS
- Travel grants for students, early career, and high school teachers
- Grants to support instructional resources and SoTL research
- Grants to support partnerships & conference speakers
- Awards for Excellence in Teaching, Civic Engagement, Mentorship of Teachers, & Promoting DEI

PROGRAMMING
- STP’s Annual Conference on Teaching
- STP (APA Division 2) Programming at APA
- APS/STP Teaching Institute & STP speakers at APS
- STP programming at regional psychology conferences
- STP programming at NITOP, SPSP, SRCD, & international venues

RESOURCES
- *Teaching of Psychology*, STP’s flagship journal
- STP ebooks, Teaching Resources, & Project Syllabus
- Professional Development Mentoring & Departmental Consulting
- Wikis/Blogs: *Psychology in Communities, Teaching of Psychology Idea Exchange, Today in the History of Psychology, & E-xcellence in Teaching*